During the April EMAG meeting the two primary work items were:

- Grants reviewed for EMPG were:
  - 21 Grants Portfolio Update
  - 21EMPG Allocations and Grant Changes
  - 20EMPG Status
  - 20EMPG - S Status
  - 19EMPG Status
  - Key discussion points
    - The 21EMPG timeline was published.
    - Tentative allocations for 21EMPG.
    - Refinement of options to spend down 19EMPG turnback funds.

- EMAG Charter: A EMAG member workgroup was identified to refine the small group work discussions conducted between FEB-APR. The group will provide draft recommendations for permanent changes to the EMAG charter. The most significant of which the establishment of a member serving as the EMAG Chair and the establishment of a member vice-chair.